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Turning Point USA Releases ALL-NEW
‘Campus Crashers’ Series Starring Stephen

Davis & Anthony Watson
‘Campus Crashers’ is here to fight the culture war and defend conservative
values by hitting the road and “crashing” campuses all across the country

where American students are rising up!

Phoenix, Oct. 25, 2023– Exciting news from Turning Point USA’s dynamic duo, Stephen
Davis and Anthony Watson, who are taking center stage in this brand-new Original
TPUSA production, "Campus Crashers." Together, they are leading the charge in the
culture war, rallying alongside our dedicated Turning Point USA chapter members to
champion conservative values right on their college campuses.
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Watson and Davis are hitting the open road in their one-of-a-kind van, stopping at
Turning Point USA chapters throughout the nation. Their mission is to shine a spotlight
on the unsung heroes of our movement – students who are unapologetically defending
conservative principles within a often hostile campus environment.

In a world where cancel culture looms large, and where the courage to express one's
beliefs can be a daunting task, "Campus Crashers" emerges as the beacon of hope for
every student who has ever felt disheartened, disillusioned, or alienated due to their
political convictions.

From heart-pounding paintball battles to high-octane car races and hilarious zorb ball
soccer matches, each episode of this exhilarating series delivers thrilling adventures.
But beyond the excitement, "Campus Crashers" has a deeper purpose: It's a celebration
of the students who are stepping up to win back American culture and safeguard our
beloved nation for another generation.

"Campus Crashers" is proudly powered by Turning Point USA, an organization dedicated
to empowering students and viewers alike. Join us in celebrating these inspiring
individuals and the tireless work they do to uphold conservative values.

You can watch the trailer HERE. Full episodes of Campus Crashers are now available for
streaming on CampusCrashers.com.
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